present at the face.  He also conceded that he did not know
whether any respirable dust which may have been present exceeded
the allowable limits since he took no dust samples (Tr. 28-29).
He believed that the ventilation tubing was exhausting' some
of the dust, but by being 22 feet from the face it was half
as effective as it would be if it were located at the required
10 feet from the face (Tr. 31).
Mr. Melvin stated that when the continuous miner was
cutting coal at the face the ventilation tubing was probably
less than 10 feet from the face, but that when the operator
pulled the machine back he did not extend the ventilation
tubing from the time he was cutting until he pulled back
to the 22 foot distance.  In Mr. Melvin's opinion, the tubing
was not within 10 feet of the face for any considerable
length of time before he arrived on the scene (Tr. 32).  He
then stated that the area was out of compliance for approximately
15 to 20 minutes (Tr. 34).  He reiterated his concern that
in the event a methane bleeder is encountered while the
mining machine is cutting coal, an ignition could occur
without warning (Tr. 36).
In response to further questions, .Mr. Melvin confirmed
that he found nothing wrong with the continuous mining
machine, and he issued no other violations (Tr. 38).  He
further explained his "S&S" finding as follows (Tr. 39-44):
JUDGE KOUTRAS:  Now when you find/ for
example, that one of the primary tools for
maintaining the levels of dust and methane at
or below the hazardous level as the exhaust
tubing, then it goes without saying that in
all of those similar situations you would find
all of them S and S, wouldn't you? Any time
you found a tubing that's 22 feet when it's
supposed to be 10, you would more than likely
find that Significant and Substantial, wouldn't
you?
THE WITNESS:  No.  If he cited the plan—I
cited his plan for not following his plan there,
and it was maybe at all times that you cite
the plan maybe he's not 22 feet out there.
Maybe it would be--
JUDGE KOUTRAS (interrupting):  No, what I'm
saying is, could you give me a hypothetical
when you—let's assume you found a ventilation
tubing that was 22 feet, given the same circum-
stances as this case, give me an example as to
how you would consider that to be Non-S and S.
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